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A handful of families, several generations, more than a few wars. MoscTowards the end of World War II, a
Belarusian soldier and an Italian girl escape from a Nazi concentration camp. The soldier wonders if he
should get rid of the girl; she is a burden and is slowing him down. However, he cannot bring himself to
abandon her in the snowy wilderness. Somewhere along the way, the two develop feelings for each other, but
their love is not destined to grow beyond the edge of the mountains. Yet their bond cannot be denied, and in
the end it proves stronger than death itself.

From the master of psychological narrative whose firsthand experience with World War II enabled him to re-
create the ordeal on pages of his books, Alpine Ballad is Vasil Bykau’s most heartfelt story. Bykau sends a
powerful message to his readers: human values can be extrapolated and in the context of war people can still
uphold their humanity.

An altruistic, philanthropic project of Glagoslav Publications, Alpine Ballad is coming out as a gesture of
peace and a reminder to all of the human cost of wars that ransack our planet to this day.

Translated from Belarusian by Mikalai Khilo. The previous translations of Alpine Ballad were based on the
Soviet-censored Russian version of the original manuscript. ow, Kabul, Barcelona. Anna Nemzer announces
herself on the literary scene boldly and loudly with this debut novel about the insane, unspeakable nature of
war, about human fears, treachery, lies, fateful coincidences and destinies during warfare, when there is no
room left for love.

The protagonists survived the war and are rescued from captivity. They are not able, however, to leave the
experiences of the war behind them and move on with their lives. The novel explores what happens once the
conflict is over, as they learn to live without the war, with all their loves, passions and weaknesses.
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From reader reviews:

Johnny Cervantes:

Now a day folks who Living in the era wherever everything reachable by talk with the internet and the
resources in it can be true or not demand people to be aware of each facts they get. How many people to be
smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Reading through a book
can help individuals out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Alpine Ballad book because this book
offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there is no
doubt in it everbody knows.

Shawn Croll:

A lot of people always spent their free time to vacation as well as go to the outside with them family or their
friend. Do you realize? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching TV, as well as
playing video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity that's look different you can read
the book. It is really fun for yourself. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you can spent 24 hours a
day to reading a reserve. The book Alpine Ballad it doesn't matter what good to read. There are a lot of
people that recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have
enough space bringing this book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book
through your smart phone. The price is not to cover but this book offers high quality.

Sandra Spier:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this Alpine Ballad publication written by
well-known writer we are excited for well how to make book that may be understand by anyone who else
read the book. Written in good manner for you, dripping every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate
your hunger then you still question Alpine Ballad as good book not just by the cover but also with the
content. This is one reserve that can break don't evaluate book by its cover, so do you still needing another
sixth sense to pick this specific!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already told you so why you
have to listening to a different sixth sense.

Mark Montague:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is composed or printed or created from each source that filled update of news.
On this modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media
social just like newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic.
You can add your understanding by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to open your book? Or
just searching for the Alpine Ballad when you desired it?
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